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656 V. V. Kravhenko) with eletri potential"0�t � 3Xk=1 k�k + im+ i0g(x)#�(t; x) = 0 (3)where the Dira matries have the standard (see, e.g., [6, 20℄) form0 = 0B� 1 0 0 00 1 0 00 0 �1 00 0 0 �11CA ; 1 = 0B� 0 0 0 �10 0 �1 00 1 0 01 0 0 0 1CA2 = 0B� 0 0 0 i0 0 �i 00 �i 0 0i 0 0 01CA ; 3 = 0B� 0 0 �1 00 0 0 11 0 0 00 �1 0 01CA5 = i0123 = 0B� 0 0 �1 00 0 0 �1�1 0 0 00 �1 0 0 1CA�t = ��t and �k = ��xk (m 2 R)g is a omplex-valued funtion� is a C4 � valued funtion:For some lass of potentials g we will onstrut the exat time-harmoni solutions ofthese equations, that is solutions of the form�(t; x) = q(x)ei!twhere ! 2 R and q is a C4-valued funtion depending on x = (x1; x2; x3). For example,in the ase of pseudosalar potential (equation (1)) we have the equation for qDps!;mq(x) := "i!0 � 3Xk=1 k�k + im+ 05g(x)# q(x) = 0: (4)Moreover, the obtained solutions will be used for onstruting exat solutions of theShr�odinger equation �u(x) + v(x)u(x) = 0: (5)Finally, some fundamental solutions for the Dira operators will be onstruted also.There exist dozens of works on exat solutions of relativisti wave equations. Thereader is referred to the enylopaedi monograph [2℄ for a bibliography and review ofknown exat solutions up to the late 1980s. Let us notie that the method of separationof variables was always the main tool for obtaining exat solutions of relativisti wave



A New Method for the Dira Equation 657equations and here it is substituted by an essentially di�erent tehnique whih takesinto aount other harateristis of the potential. That is why the lass of potentialsonsidered in this work is so di�erent from the potentials for whih there were knownexat solutions.Of ourse, the main question is for whih potentials g from (1) - (3) and v from (5)we are able to realize the program desribed above. The de�nition of suh a lass ofpotentials will be introdued with all neessary details in Setion 4. Here we desribeit not rigorously.Let us onsider formally the equation�� � (�) � 0(�) = 0 (6)where (�) = jgrad �j. Equation (6) has an ample lass of solutions. For instane, if1) �� = 02) (grad �)2 = C2 (C 2 C onstant),then � satis�es equation (6). In partiular, any linear ombination of three variables� = ax1+ bx2 + x3 + d, where a; b; ; d 2 C are arbitrary onstants, satis�es onditions1) and 2), and onsequently (6) also. Moreover, we an say the same about any funtion�(x) = �(z) +  x3, where �(z) is an arbitrary analyti funtion of the omplex variablez = x1+ ix2. In Setion 4 we prove also a quite urious proposition whih gives an ideaabout the largeness of the �-lass.All the tehnique desribed in the present artile works perfetly for potentials gand v being arbitrary funtions of � whih in its turn satis�es equation (6), that is, forg = g(�(x)) and v = v(�(x)) we will obtain solutions of equations (1) - (3) and (5).It should be emphasized that even for � = x1, that is, for potentials depending onlyon x1, the results of this work are not trivial and an not be obtained by other knownmethods.The main tool of this work are some speially onstruted biquaternioni proje-tion operators whih in some sense allow us to redue the problem to a simpler one.To develop all this tehnique we need to rewrite the Dira equations (1) - (3) in theorresponding biquaternioni form. This is done in Setion 2 with the help of a quitesimple matrix transformation introdued in [11℄ (see also [14℄ and [15: Setion 12℄).The obtained iquaternioni \images" of equations (1) - (3) have some di�erenes re-lated with the di�erent positions of potentials in (1) - (3). So we show in Setion 3 howwith the aid of some additional triks they an be redued to the same biquaternioniequation. Then we introdue the projetion operators orresponding to this biquater-nioni equation. The onstrution of projetion operators is based on the solution ofan eikonal equation. In Setion 4 we de�ne the above mentioned lass of ombinations� of independent variables whih we all �-lass, and in all following setions we workwith potentials depending on � 2 �. In Setion 5 we obtain solutions of the Dira equa-tion in quaternioni form whih then are used in Setion 6 to obtain solutions of theShr�odinger equation. The solution of the multi-dimensional Shr�odinger equation is re-dued, in the sense whih will beome lear later, to the solution of the ordinary Riati



658 V. V. Kravhenkoequation. In Setion 7 we disuss the possibility of fatorization of the Shr�odinger op-erator. We show that this problem is equivalent to the �nding of one partiular solutionof the Shr�odinger equation and therefore for the lass of potentials under onsideration.Using the results of Setion 6, it is a solved problem when it is possible to solve theorresponding Riati equation. In Setion 8 we onsider the possibility of appliationof the tehnique desribed in the preeding setions to the problem of onstrution offundamental solutions. Here only the ase of linear ombination of independent vari-ables � = ax1 + bx2 + x3 + d is disussed. In Setion 9 we show how the solutionsof the quaternioni images of Dira equations an be transformed into solutions of theDira equations in traditional form (1) - (3). We onsider in detail only the ase ofpseudosalar potential { for the salar and eletri potentials the proedure is similarto that for the pseudosalar potential.This work is a ontinuation of the artile [12℄, where the tehnique of biquaternioniprojetion operators based on the solution of eikonal equation was proposed for the �rsttime, as well as of the paper [13℄, where it was applied to the Dira equations (1) - (3)with harmoni potentials g the gradients squared of whih are onstant. In the presentartile we onsiderably enlarge the lass of potentials whih an be treated using the newtehnique and obtain also solutions of the Shr�odinger equation. Nevertheless, the work[13℄ is reommended as a more detailed desription of the proedure of transformationof the solutions of the Dira equation in quaternioni form into solutions of equations(1) - (3). It also ontains the explanation why the tool of omplex quaternions washosen for the analysis of the Dira equation.2. PreliminariesWe denote by H(C) the algebra of omplex quaternions (= biquaternions). The elementsof H(C) are represented in the form � = P3k=0 �kik, where �k 2 C, i0 is the unit andi1; i2; i3 are standard quaternioni imaginary units: i21 = i22 = i23 = �1 and i1i2 =�i2i1 = i3, i2i3 = �i3i2 = i1, i3i1 = �i1i3 = i2. We denote the imaginary unit inC by i as usual. By de�nition, i ommutes with ik (k = 0; : : : ; 3). We will use alsothe vetor representation of � 2 H(C): � = S(�) + Ve(�), where S(�) = �0 andVe(�) = ~� =P3k=1 �kik. The omplex quaternions of the form � = ~� are alled purelyvetorial and identi�ed with vetors from C3. The quaternion � = �0 � ~� is alledonjugate to �.Let us denote by S the set of zero divisors from H(C). Note that� 2 S () �� = 0 () �2 = 2�0� () �20 = (~� )2 (7)(see [15: p. 28℄). As usual, zero is not inluded to S.We will onsider H(C)-valued funtions given in a domain 
 � R3. On the setC1(
;H(C)) the well-known Moisil-Theodoreso operatorD is de�ned by the expressionD = P3k=1 ik�k. It was introdued in [16, 17℄ (see also, e.g., [5, 7 - 9℄). The equationDf = 0 is equivalent to the system div ~f = 0grad f0 + rot ~f = 0) :



A New Method for the Dira Equation 659The following Leibniz rule holds (see, e.g., [9: p. 24℄ and [15: p. 63℄): Let ff; gg �C1(
;H(C)). Then D[f � g℄ = D[f ℄ � g + �f �D[g℄ + 2(S(fD))[g℄ (8)where (S(fD))[g℄ = �P3k=1 fk�kg. Note that if f � f0 (Ve (f) � 0), then D[f0 �g℄ =grad f0 � g + f0 �D[g℄ where grad f0 = i1�1f0 + i2�2f0 + i3�3f0.Let us introdue the integral operator(Tf)(x) = Z
K(x� y)f(y) d
y (x 2 R3)whih is the analog orresponding toD of the omplex T -operator. Here K(x) = � ~x4�jxj3 .For any f 2 C1(
) \ C(
) we have DTf = f in 
 (see, e.g., [9: Chapter 2℄).Denote ~q(x) = q(x1; x2;�x3). The domain ~
 is assumed to be obtained from thedomain 
 � R3 by the reetion x3 ! �x3. In [11℄ (see also [14℄ and [15: Setion 12℄)a map A was introdued whih transforms a funtion q : ~
 � R3 ! C4 into a funtion� : 
 � R3 ! H(C) by the rule� = A[q℄ := 12h� (~q1 � ~q2)i0 + i(~q0 � ~q3)i1 � (~q0 + ~q3)i2 + i(~q1 + ~q2)i3i:Note that A is a C-linear transformation. The orresponding inverse transformation isde�ned by the equalityA�1[�℄ = �� i~�1 � ~�2;�~�0 � i~�3; ~�0 � i~�3; i~�1 � ~�2�:The transformations A and A�1 may be represented in matrix form by� = A[q℄ = 12 0B� 0 �1 1 0i 0 0 �i�1 0 0 �10 i i 0 1CA0B� ~q0~q1~q2~q31CAand q = A�1[�℄ = 0B� 0 �i �1 0�1 0 0 �i1 0 0 �i0 i �1 0 1CA0B� ~�0~�1~�2~�31CA :We will need some algebrai properties of this pair of transforms shown in [14℄:1. A1231A�1[�℄ = i1�2. A1232A�1[�℄ = i2�3. A1233A�1[�℄ = �i3�4. A1230A�1[�℄ = �i15. A123A�1[�℄ = �i�i2.



660 V. V. KravhenkoLet us onsider the biquaternioni operatorRps� = D � i~g(x)I +M�where I is the identity operator, M� is the operator of multipliation by the omplexquaternion � from the right-hand side: M�f = f� and � = �(i!i1 + mi2). Theoperator Rps� is equivalent to the operator Dps!;m due to the equalityRps� = �A123Dps!;mA�1: (9)The proof of this equality is a diret orollary of the algebrai properties 1 - 5 of thetransformation A. In other words, a funtion q belongs to kerDps!;m(
) if and only ifu := A[q℄ 2 kerRps� (~
).Similar equalities we obtain for the operatorsDs!;m = i!0 � 3Xk=1 k�k + im+ g(x)Del!;m = i!0 � 3Xk=1 k�k + im+ i0g(x):Namely, Rs� = �A123Ds!;mA�1 where (Rs� = D +M i~g(x)i2 +M�) (10)Rel� = �A123Del!;mA�1 where (Rel� = D +M�i~g(x)i1 +M�): (11)3. Projetion operatorsIn the �rst part of this setion we will show how the operators Rps� ; Rs� ; Rel� an beredued to the operator D � f0I where f0 is a salar funtion. Then for the operatorD � f0I we will onstrut a orresponding pair of projetion operators Q+ and Q�whih will be used in the following setions.First, let us onsider the Dira operator with pseudosalar potential in quaternioniform Rps� with the additional ondition !2 6= m2. In order to \remove" the term M�from Rps� we will apply the following sheme. We will assoiate with the vetor � asalar  the square of whih is equal to �2. This salar  will \substitute" the vetor� in the di�erential equation. The \missing information" on the vetor � will be savedin some speial projetion operators P� whih will establish the neessary relationshipbetween the original equation ontaining the vetor � and the new one in whih � issubstituted by the salar .Thus, we denote by  any omplex square root from �2: 2 = �2. Let us onsiderthe pair of mutually omplementary projetion operatorsP� = 12M (��) (12)



A New Method for the Dira Equation 661ating on the set of H(C)-valued funtions. The operators P+ and P� obviously om-mute with the operator Rps� but the most important fat is thatP�M� = 12M (���2) = 12M (��2) = �P�:That is, the projetion operators P� transform the vetor � into the salars � andvie versa. Then the operator Rps� an be rewritten in the formRps� = P+�D + (�i~g(x) + )I�+ P��D + (�i~g(x)� )I�: (13)Consequently, u 2 kerRps� if and only if u = P+u+ + P�u� where u+ and u� satisfythe equations �D + (�i~g(x) + )�u+(x) = 0 (14)�D + (�i~g(x)� )�u�(x) = 0: (15)Eah of these equations is of the form(D � f0(x))u(x) = 0: (16)Thus, the equation Rps� u = 0 (17)is redued to equation (16). The same sheme using some speial projetion operatorsonverting vetors into salars and vie versa we will use many times in this artile.Now let us onsider the ase !2 = m2. This equality is equivalent to the inlusion� 2 S for � = �(i!i1 +mi2). Note that if v 2 ker (D� i~gI), then the funtion u = v�belongs to kerRps� . Thus, in this ase also for obtaining exat solutions of equation (17)we an onsider an equation of form (16). Of ourse, not any solution u of equation (17)an be represented in the form u = v� where v 2 ker (D� i~gI). It an be seen that thegeneral solution of equation (17) when !2 = m2 has the form u = v � �� where v is anarbitrary funtion from ker (D�i~gI) and � is any solution of the equation (D�i~g)� = v.Now let us onsider the operator Rs� . DenoteS� = 12�(x)M (�(x)�(i~g(x)i2+�))where �(x) =p(i~g(x)i2 + �)2 =p!2 � (i~g(x)�m)2:Then we obtainRs� = S+(D + �(x)I) + S�(D � �(x)I) = (D + �(x))S+ + (D � �(x))S�:Here, in ontrast to the previous ase of the operator Rps� , the projetion operatorsS+ and S� do not ommute with the operators in parentheses. Thus, in general, it isnot true that u 2 kerRs� if and only if u = S+u+ + S�u� where u+ 2 ker (D + �I)



662 V. V. Kravhenkoand u� 2 ker (D � �I), but in the ase when ! = 0 the operators S� take the formS� = 12M (1�ii2) and, onsequently, ommute with the operators D��I. Thus, if ! = 0,then u 2 kerRs� if and only if u = S+u+ + S�u� where u+ 2 ker (D + (~g + im)I) andu� 2 ker (D � (~g + im)I). Thus the problem is redued to equation (16) also.In the same way we obtain the equalityRel� = Z+(D + �(x)I) + Z�(D � �(x)I) = (D + �(x))Z+ + (D � �(x))Z�where �(x) =p(�i~g(x)i1 + �)2 =p(~g(x) + !)2 �m2and Z� = 12�(x)M (�(x)�(�i~g(x)i1+�)):For m = 0 we have Z� = 12M (1�ii1), and in this ase u 2 kerRel� if and only ifu = Z+u+ + Z�u� where u+ 2 ker (D + (~g + !)I) and u� 2 ker (D � (~g + !)I).Thus, we obtained that the Dira equation with pseudosalar potential (4) is reduedto an equation of form (16). The Dira equation with salar potential Ds0;mq(x) = 0 isredued to (16) also and we an say the same about the Dira equation with eletripotential Del!;0q(x) = 0. So now we will onentrate on solutions of equation (16), but�rst let us onsider the equation (D � grad�)u = 0 (18)where � is some salar omplex-valued di�erentiable funtion and u 2 C1(
;H(C). Notethat this equation may be rewritten in the formpDp�1u = 0 (19)where p = e� (whih was notied in [19℄) and hene the funtion up is simply a null-solution of the Moisil-Theodoreso operator D. This fat, whih is an eho of the gaugetransformations, signi�es that equation (18) does not represent any independent interest(it is quite interesting that the equation (D�Mgrad�)u = 0 is muh more diÆult andhas no suh lear relation with the Moisil-Theodoreso equation).Now the following simple idea seems to be attrative. On the one hand we haveequation (16) with salar potential and we do not know how to solve it. On the otherhand we have equation (18) with vetor potential whih does not represent any interestbeause it is already solved. Besides, we an always onstrut some projetion operatorsbased on the orresponding biquaternioni zero divisors whih are able to transform asalar into a vetor and vie versa if (salar)2 = (vetor)2. Let us onsider the equation(grad�)2 = f20 (20)whih is alled eikonal (for its solution see, e.g., [1: Setion 2.3℄ and [18: Setion 3.1℄),and let us introdue the operators of multipliationQ� = 12f0 (f0 � grad�)I



A New Method for the Dira Equation 663de�ned on the set of H(C)-valued funtions. Here we assume that f0(x) 6= 0 for allx 2 
. Q+ and Q� are mutually omplementary and orthogonal projetion operators.We have the equalitiesD � f0I = Q+(D � grad�I) +Q�(D + grad�I)= (D � grad�)Q+ + (D + grad�)Q�:In other words, equation (16) is equivalent to the pair of equationsQ+(D � grad�)u = 0 (21)Q�(D + grad�)u = 0: (22)The general solution of eah of these equations an be onstruted quite easily (see [12℄).The main problem is to �nd the intersetionkerQ+(D � grad�I) \ kerQ�(D + grad�I)whih is a diÆult task beause the projetion operators Q� do not ommute with theoperators in parentheses. Nevertheless, in [12℄ it was already shown that in some speialases the appliation of the operators Q� allows us to obtain some partiular solutions.Here we onsiderably enlarge the lass of potentials f0 for whih it an be done slightlymodifying the projetion operators Q� but not hanging the prinipal idea desribedabove.4. �-lassLet us introdue the notation (�(x)) = jgrad �(x)j and de�ne the following funtionlass whih will be alled �-lass. We say that a salar funtion � belongs to the �-lassin some domain 
 � R3 and write � 2 �(
) if the following onditions are ful�lled:1. � 2 C2(
).2.  and �� an be written as funtions of �.3. The equation �� � (�) � 0(�) = 0 (23)is satis�ed. Note that this equation an be rewritten also as�� � 12 ��� (2(�)) = 0: (24)Let us onsider some examples of funtions from �-lass.Example 1. Let � = ax1+bx2+x3+d where a; b; ; d 2 C are arbitrary onstants.In this ase, obviously, �� = 0 and (�) = pa2 + b2 + 2 =: C. Thus equation (23) issatis�ed and � 2 �(
).Example 2. Let � = �(z)+x3 where � is an arbitrary analyti funtion dependingon the omplex variable z = x1 + ix2 and  is a onstant. We have that �� = 0 andgrad � = d�dz i1 + id�dz i2 + i3. Thus (�) =  and suh � also belongs to the �-lass.Note that if �� = 0 and (�) = onst, then equation (23) is satis�ed. Moreover,both onsidered examples represent this speial ase. Of ourse, equation (23) admitsmore solutions.The following proposition gives an idea about the largeness of the �-lass.



664 V. V. KravhenkoProposition 1. Let � be a real- or omplex-valued funtion belonging to �(
) ands = s(�) a funtion suh that there exist a ontinuous derivative s0(�) and an inversedi�erentiable funtion � = r(s). Then s 2 �(
).Proof. Under the formulated assumptions we obtain that s ful�lls onditions 1 - 3,thus we have to show only that s satis�es the equation �s� 12 ��s(2(s)) = 0. We havegrad s = s0(�) grad �. Consequently, 2(s) = (s0(�))22(�) and�s = div grad s = hgrad s0(�); grad �i+ s0(�)�� = s00(�)2(�) + s0(�)��:Finally, ��s(2(s)) = 2�s0(�) � ��s(s0(�)) � 2(�) + (s0(�))2 � (�) � ��s((�))�= 2s0(�)�s0(�) � s00(�) � 2(�) + (s0(�))2 � (�) � 0(�)�= 2�s00(�) � 2(�) + s0(�) � (�) � 0(�)�:Thus, using the fat that � 2 �(
), we obtain the required equality:�s� 12 ��s(2(s)) = s00(�)2(�) + s0(�)�� � s00(�) � 2(�)� s0(�) � (�) � 0(�)= s0(�)(�� � (�) � 0(�))= 0and the statement is provedIn what follows we will onsider funtions depending on � 2 �(
). As � maybe a real- or omplex-valued funtion, the di�erentiability with respet to � will beunderstood in real or omplex sense, respetively, without additional omments. Theexpression f 0(�) will denote the real or omplex derivative with respet to �, the seondis for the ase Im � 6� 0 in 
.5. Solution of the Dira equation in quaternioni formIn this setion we onsider the equation�D � f0(�(x))�u(x) = 0 (25)in some domain 
 � R3 where � is a salar funtion of the independent variables x1,x2, x3.Let us slightly modify the de�nition of the projetion operators Q� (ompare withSetion 3). Taking into aount that f0 depends on � we introdue Q� with respet to�. Namely, Q� = 12� (� � grad�)I (26)



A New Method for the Dira Equation 665where (grad�(x))2 = �2(x) (x 2 
) (27)and �(x) 6= 0 for all x 2 
. Note that any solution � of the eikonal equation (27)is onvenient for us. Sometimes, when Q� will be onsidered simply as H(C)-valuedfuntions enjoying suh important property as the equivalene of the funtion to itssquare, we will refer to Q� as idempotents. When the operational nature of Q� will beimportant we will follow the above used terminology alling them projetion operators.We hope that it annot provoke any misunderstanding beause, in fat, the idempotentor projetion operator is the same mathematial notion, the �rst variant is used morefrequently in algebra while the seond one { in funtional analysis.Let us prove the followingLemma 1. Let � 2 �(
). Then the idempotents Q� may be onstruted in theform Q� = 12 �1� igrad �jgrad �j� (28)and D[Q�℄ = 0 in 
: (29)Proof. Comparing (28) with the general form (26) of Q� we �nd that grad� =i�grad �jgrad �j . From this equality we �nd �(�) = i R �jgrad �j d�. In other words, � is anantiderivative of the funtion i�jgrad �j . Moreover, � is a solution of the eikonal equation(27): (grad�)2 = � �2(grad �)2jgrad �j2 = �2. Consequently, Q� are idempotents.Let us verify (29). We have D[Q�℄ = �iD h grad �jgrad �ji. Using the quaternioni Leibnizrule (8) we obtainD � grad �jgrad �j� = D �grad �(�) �= ��2(�) � �(�)�� � (grad �)2 � �1(�)��= �(�)�� � 1(�)��:Using ondition 3 from the de�nition of �-lass we obtain that this expression is zeroand D[Q�℄ = 0Using Lemma 1 we obtain the following main result of this setion.Theorem 1. Let � 2 �(
), Q� be de�ned by (28), A� be arbitrary onstant omplexquaternions and h�(�) = e�i R f0(�)(�) d� : (30)Then the funtion u = Q+h+(�)A+ +Q�h�(�)A� (31)is a solution of equation (25).



666 V. V. KravhenkoProof. First, let us notie that the onstant omplex quaternions A� appear in(31) due to the right H(C)-linearity of equation (25). Then it is suÆient to prove thetheorem for the funtion Q+h+ (for the seond term Q�h� the proof is ompletelyanalogous).Let us apply the operator D to the funtion u+ = Q+h+ using the Leibniz rule (8):Du+ = gradh+ �Q+ + h+DQ+:Due to Lemma 1 we obtain Du+ = gradh+ �Q+. Note that gradh+(�) = �h+(�)�� �grad �andgrad � �Q+ = 12 �grad � + i(grad �)2jgrad �j � = �ijgrad �j12 � igrad �jgrad �j + 1� = �i(�)Q+(here one more the idempotent Q+ allows us to turn a vetor into a salar). As anbe seen easily, the funtion h+ is a solution of the linear ordinary di�erential equationdh+(�)d� + f0(�)i(�)h+(�) = 0. ThenDu+ = gradh+ �Q+ = �i(�)�h+(�)�� �Q+ = f0(�)h+(�)Q+ = f0 � u+and the statement is provedExample 3. Let � = ex1+ix2 + x3 where  is onstant. Then, obviously, � fallsunder Example 2 and belongs to the �-lass. In this asegrad � = ex1+ix2 i1 + iex1+ix2i2 + i3and (�) = . The idempotents Q� take the formQ� = 12�1� i�ex1+ix2 i1 + iex1+ix2i2 + i3��:Thus, we obtain a solution of equation (25) in the formu = �1 + i�ex1+ix2i1 + iex1+ix2i2 + i3��e iF0(�)A++ �1� i (ex1+ix2 i1 + iex1+ix2 i2 + i3��e� iF0(�)A�where F0 is an antiderivative of f0.



A New Method for the Dira Equation 6676. Solution of the Shr�odinger equationIn this setion we onsider the salar three-dimensional Shr�odinger equation(� + v(�(x)))u(x) = 0: (32)First, let us notie that applying the operator D to equation (25) we obtain that if u isa solution of (25), then��u�D[f0℄ � u� f0Du = ��u� grad f0 � u� f20u = 0:In other words, u is a solution of the Shr�odinger equation with quaternioni potential��+ (f20 + grad f0)�u = 0: (33)This observation will be used in the proof of the followingTheorem 2. Let � 2 �(
), Q+ de�ned by (28), f0(�) be a solution of the Riatiequation df0(�)d� + i(�)f20 (�) = iv(�)(�) (34)and h(�) = ei R f0(�)(�) d�. Then the funtion u = Q+h is a solution of equation (32).Proof. Note that u = Q+h is a solution of equation (25) (see Theorem 1) andtherefore it is a solution of equation (33) also. Taking into aount that grad f0 �Q+ =�i�f0�� � (�) �Q+ we obtain from (33) the equality��+ �f20 � i�f0�� (�)��u = 0: (35)The Riati equation (34) gives usv = �i�f0�� (�) + f20 (�): (36)Thus, from (35) and (36) we obtain that u is a solution of equation (32)Theorem 2 signi�es that eah omponent of the funtion u = Q+h is a solution ofequation (32). Consequently, any funtion of the form�a0 + 1(�)(a1�1� + a2�2� + a3�3�)�ei R f0(�)(�) d�is a solution of equation (32), where f0 is a solution of equation (34) and ak 2 C (k =0; : : : ; 3) are arbitrary numbers.



668 V. V. KravhenkoExample 4. Let � = ax1+ bx2+ x3+ d (Example 1) with pa2 + b2 + 2 = 1 andv(�) = �(2i� �). Then the orresponding Riati equation takes the formdf0(�)d� + if20 (�) = i�(2i� �): (37)To solve the Riati equation it is suÆient to �nd any partiular solution of it, thenwith its aid the Riati equation may be redued to a linear one. Here the term onthe right-hand side prompts us that we an try to look for a partiular solution of theform y(�) = b0� + b1 (b0; b1 2 C). Substituting y into (37) we obtain b0 = �i andb1 = �1. Now with the help of the substitution f0(�) = y(�) + z(�) we obtain theBernoulli equation z0 + 2iyz = �iz2 (38)for z whih by the substitution z1 = 1z an be transformed into a linear equation, andthis way we obtain the general solutionz(�) = �i Z e(��2+2i�) d� + b2��1 � e(��2+2i�)of equation (38) where b2 2 C is an arbitrary onstant. Thus,f0(�) = �i� � 1 + e(��2+2i�)i R e(��2+2i�)d� + b2 :Finally, we obtain eiR f0(�) d� 2 ker (� + �(2i� �)I).7. Fatorization of the Shr�odinger operatorIn [3℄ (see also [4℄) it was notied that the Shr�odinger operator an be fatorized as��� vI = (D +M~b)(D �M~b) (39)where the vetor ~b = grad� is a solution of the equationD~b� j~bj2 = v: (40)Equality (39) an be veri�ed by a diret alulation. Note that when v = 0, equation(40) an be redued to a linear one (see [10℄).For the solutions of the Shr�odinger equation�u+ vu = 0 (41)there was obtained [3℄ the representationu(x) = e�(x)�T [e��(x)~v(x)℄ + �(x)� (42)



A New Method for the Dira Equation 669where ~v 2 ker (D +M~b) and � 2 kerD. Unfortunately, not for any funtions ~v and� from the indiated kernels the expression on the right-hand side of (42) gives usa solution of equation (41). The funtion u on the left-hand side of (42) is salar.Consequently, we have an additional restritive onditionVe �T [e��(x)~v(x)℄ + �(x)� = 0for ~v and � whih ompliates the things.Let us notie that the problem of fatorization of the Shr�odinger operator is equiv-alent to �nding a partiular solution of the Shr�odinger equation (41). In fat, let~b = grad� be a vetor satisfying equation (40). First, let us represent it as ~b = graduuwhere u = e�. Then applying D to ~b we obtainD~b = Dhgraduu i = u�2jgraduj2 � u�1�u = j~bj2 � u�1�u:Using (40) we obtain that u must be a solution of equation (41), and vie versa, if uis a solution of equation (41), then ~b = graduu is a solution of equation (40). Thus, theresults of Setion 6 may be used to fatorize the Shr�odinger operator and to obtainrepresentation (42) for its null-solutions.8. Fundamental solutionsA distribution U will be alled partiular fundamental solution of the operator D �f0(�(x))I if (D � f0(�(x)))U(x) = Æ(�(x)): (43)We will see that the tehnique desribed in the previous setions in some ases allows usto onstrut partiular fundamental solutions and, onsequently, to obtain the integralrepresentation of the general solution of equation (25) depending only on �.Let � = ax1 + bx2 + x3 + d with a; b; ; d 2 R and let C = pa2 + b2 + 2. Thedistribution U will be onstruted in the form U = Q+h+ where the idempotent Q+ willbe slightly modi�ed ompared with the previous setions and the hoie of the salarfuntion h+ will be disussed below. We will look for the vetor grad� in the formgrad� = � (�) grad�(� = R � (�) d�). The eikonal equation (27) gives us the relation 2(�) = � 12(�) = � 1C2 : (44)Let us require D[Q+℄ = AÆ(�) where A 2 C is onstant. We have D[ (�)grad �℄ =2AÆ(�) whih is equivalent to the equation �C2 0(�) = 2AÆ(�). From the last equalitywe obtain  (�) = � AC2 sign � (45)



670 V. V. Kravhenkowhere by de�nition sign � = � 1 for � � 0�1 for � < 0.Comparing (45) with (44) we obtain A = iC and  (�) = � iC sign �. Thus,Q+ = 12�1� isign �C grad ��:Now, let us onsider the expressiongradh+(�)Q+ = �h+(�)�� grad �Q+whih must be equal to f0(�)h+(�)Q+ (see the proof of Theorem 1). Note thatgrad � �Q+ = 12(grad � + iCsign �)= iCsign � 12�1� iC sign � grad ��= iCsign � �Q+:Then we obtain for h+ the equationiCsign � �h+(�)�� � f0(�)h+(�) = 0the solution of whih is the funtion h+(�) = Be� iC R sign �f0(�) d�. The antiderivative F0of the funtion f0 we �x by the ondition F0(0) = 0. Then the onstant B we �nd fromthe requirement h+(�)DQ+ = iCh+(�)Æ(�) = Æ(�). Consequently, B = 1iC . Finally, weobtain that the distributionU(�) = 12iC �1� isign �C (ai1 + bi2 + i3)�e� iC sign �F0(�)is a solution of equation (43).9. Solutions of the Dira equation in \traditional" formAs it was shown in Setion 2 the Dira operators Dps!;m;Ds!;m;Del!;m with pseudosalar,salar and eletri potential, respetively, an be rewritten in biquaternioni form withthe aid of the maps A and A�1. Using some projetion operators (Setion 3), theorresponding biquaternioni operators Rps� ; Rs� ; Rel� an be redued to an operatorof the form D � f0I. In subsequent setions we obtained some null-solutions of thisoperator. Now, in order to write down the solutions for Dps!;m;Ds!;m;Del!;m we have toapply the inverse proedure. We onsider here only the ase of pseudosalar potential{ the two other ases may be onsidered by analogy.



A New Method for the Dira Equation 671Equality (9) gives us the equivaleneq 2 kerDps!;m(
) () u := A[q℄ 2 kerRps� (~
):First, let !2 6= m2. Then from (13) we haveu 2 kerRps� (~
) () u = P+u+ + P�u�where P� are de�ned by (12), u+ and u� are solutions of equations (14) and (15),respetively.Now, let in (4) g = g(�(x)) where � 2 �(
). Note that in this ase ~� 2 �(~
) whereas above 
 may oinide with the whole R3. Using Theorem 1 we obtain that thefuntion u+ = Q+h+1 (~�)A+ +Q�h�1 (~�)A�is a solution of equation (14) in ~
 whereQ� = 12�1� igrad ~�jgrad ~�j� and h�1 (~�) = exp�� i Z ig(~�)�p!2 �m2(~�) d~��and A� are arbitrary onstant omplex quaternions. By analogy,u� = Q+h+2 (~�)B+ +Q�h�2 (~�)B�is a solution of equation (15) in ~
 whereh�2 (~�) = exp�� i Z ig(~�) +p!2 �m2(~�) d~��and B� are arbitrary onstant omplex quaternions. Thus,u = P+�Q+h+1 (~�)A+ +Q�h�1 (~�)A��+ P��Q+h+2 (~�)B+ +Q�h�2 (~�)B��2 kerRps� (~
): (46)To obtain the orresponding solution q of equation (4) (q = A�1[u℄) we have torewrite equation (46) in omponent-wise form and then apply the map A�1. Let usintrodue the notations u++ = P+Q+h+1 (~�)A+u+� = P+Q�h�1 (~�)A�u�+ = P�Q+h+2 (~�)B+u�� = P�Q�h�2 (~�)B�:Eah of the four funtions belongs to kerRps� (~
). Thus, eah of their imagesq++ = A�1[u++℄q+� = A�1[u+�℄q�+ = A�1[u�+℄q�� = A�1[u��℄



672 V. V. Kravhenkosatis�es equation (4). We will onsider in detail the funtion u++ and the orrespondingsolution q++ of equation (4). For the three other solutions q+�; q�+; q�� we will writedown only the �nal result.First, let us rewrite u++ in the omponent-wise formu++ = ih+1 (~�)4p!2 �m2 � (~�)n�� id0(~�) + d1�1 ~� + d2�2 ~� + d3�3 ~��i0+ �id1(~�) + d0�1 ~� � d3�2 ~� + d2�3 ~��i1+ �id2(~�) + d3�1 ~� + d0�2 ~� � d1�3 ~��i2+ �id3(~�)� d2�1 ~� + d1�2 ~� + d0�3 ~��i3owhere d0 = A+0p!2 �m2 + i!A+1 +mA+2d1 = �A+1p!2 �m2 + i!A+0 �mA+3d2 = �A+2p!2 �m2 + i!A+3 +mA+0d3 = �A+3p!2 �m2 � i!A+2 +mA+1 :Let us notie that although the onstants A+0 ; A+1 ; A+2 ; A+3 are independent, the intro-dued onstants d0; d1; d2; d3 due to the ation of projetion operators are not alreadyindependent. A simple alulation shows that(! +m)(�d0 + id3) = �p!2 �m2(d2 � id1)(! +m)(d2 + id1) = �p!2 �m2(d0 + id3)) : (47)Applying the transform A�1 to the funtion u++ we obtain the solutionq++ = h+1 (�)4p!2 �m2 � (�)�0BBBBB� (d2 + id1)(�) + (d0 � id3)�1� � (d3 + id0)�2� � (d2 + id1)�3�(�d0 + id3)(�)� (d2 + id1)�1� + (d1 � id2)�2� � (d0 � id3)�3�(d0 + id3)(�)� (d2 � id1)�1� + (d1 + id2)�2� � (d0 + id3)�3�(d2 � id1)(�)� (d0 + id3)�1� + (d3 � id0)�2� + (d2 � id1)�3�
1CCCCCAof equation (4) in 
. Finally, let us introdue the notationsa+1 = d2 + id1a+2 = �d0 + id3:Then taking into aount relations (47) we rewrite the obtained solution in the formq++ = h+1 (�)4p!2 �m2 � (�)0BBB� q++0q++1� (!+m)p!2�m2 q++0� (!+m)p!2�m2 q++1

1CCCA



A New Method for the Dira Equation 673where q++0 = a+1 (�)� a+2 �1� + ia+2 �2� � a+1 �3�q++1 = a+2 (�)� a+1 �1� � ia+1 �2� + a+2 �3�:To verify that q++ is a solution of equation (4) when g = g(�) with � 2 �(
), one ansimply substitute it into the equation using its expliit form:�1q3 � i�2q3 + �3q2 � gq2 + i(! +m)q0 = 0�1q2 + i�2q2 � �3q3 � gq3 + i(! +m)q1 = 0��1q1 + i�2q1 � �3q0 + gq0 � i(! �m)q2 = 0��1q0 � i�2q0 + �3q1 + gq1 � i(! �m)q3 = 0:
9>>>>=>>>>;By analogy, we obtain the other three solutions:q+� = h�1 (�)4p!2 �m2 � (�)0BBB� q+�0q+�1� (!+m)p!2�m2 q+�0� (!+m)p!2�m2 q+�1

1CCCA (49)where q+�0 = a�1 (�) + a�2 �1� � ia�2 �2� + a�1 �3�q+�1 = a�2 (�) + a�1 �1� + ia�1 �2� � a�2 �3�;q�+ = h+2 (�)4p!2 �m2 � (�)0BBB� q�+0q�+1(!+m)p!2�m2 q�+0(!+m)p!2�m2 q�+1
1CCCA (50)where q�+0 = b+1 (�)� b+2 �1� + ib+2 �2� � b+1 �3�q�+1 = b+2 (�)� b+1 �1� � ib+1 �2� + b+2 �3�;q�� = h�2 (�)4p!2 �m2 � (�)0BBB� q��0q��1(!+m)p!2�m2 q��0(!+m)p!2�m2 q��1
1CCCA (51)where q��0 = b�1 (�) + b�2 �1� � ib�2 �2� + b�1 �3�q��1 = b�2 (�) + b�1 �1� + ib�1 �2� � b�2 �3�:Thus, the following statement is proved.



674 V. V. KravhenkoTheorem 3. The funtions de�ned by (48) - (51), where a�1 ; a�2 ; b�1 ; b�2 2 C arearbitrary (independent) onstants, belong to kerDps!;m(
) when g = g(�), � 2 �(
) and!2 6= m2.Now, let us onsider the ase !2 = m2. We have that if v 2 ker (D � i~gI), thenu := v� 2 kerRps� (see Setion 3). That is, the funtionu = Q+h+(~�)a+�+Q�h�(~�)a�� where h�(~�) = e� R g(~�)(~�) d~�and a� are arbitrary onstant omplex quaternions, is a solution of equation (17).Denote u+ = Q+h+(~�)a+�u� = Q�h�(~�)a��:Then applying the transformation A�1 to u+ and u� we obtain the orrespondingsolutions q+ = A�1[u+℄ and q� = A�1[u�℄ of equation (4):q+ = h+(�)2(�)�0BBBBB� (! �m)((�a+0 + ia+3 )(�)� (a+2 � ia+1 )�1� + i(a+2 � ia+1 )�2� + (a+0 � ia+3 )�3�)(! �m)((a+2 � ia+1 )(�) + (a+0 � ia+3 )�1� + i(a+0 � ia+3 )�2� � (a+2 � ia+1 )�3�)(! +m)((a+2 + ia+1 )(�)� (a+0 + ia+3 )�1� + i(a+0 + ia+3 )�2� � (a+2 + ia+1 )�3�)(! +m)((a+0 + ia+3 )(�)� (a+2 + ia+1 )�1� � i(a+2 + ia+1 )�2� + (a+0 + ia+3 )�3�)
1CCCCCAandq� = h�(�)2(�)�0BBBBB� (! �m)((�a�0 + ia�3 )(�) + (a�2 � ia�1 )�1� � i(a�2 � ia�1 )�2� � (a�0 � ia�3 )�3�)(! �m)((a�2 � ia�1 )(�)� (a�0 � ia�3 )�1� � i(a�0 � ia�3 )�2� + (a�2 � ia�1 )�3�)(! +m)((a�2 + ia�1 )(�) + (a�0 + ia�3 )�1� � i(a�0 + ia�3 )�2� + (a�2 + ia�1 )�3�)(! +m)((a�0 + ia�3 )(�) + (a�2 + ia�1 )�1� + i(a�2 + ia�1 )�2� � (a�0 + ia�3 )�3�)
1CCCCCANote that for both ases ! = m or ! = �m we obtain two-omponent solutions. When! = m, the two �rst omponents of eah solution are zero. Similarly, when ! = �m,the last two omponents are zero. Thus, the following statement is true.Theorem 4. The funtions q+ and q�, where a�k 2 C (k = 0; : : : ; 3) are arbitrary(independent) onstants, belong to kerDps!;m(
) when g = g(�), � 2 �(
) and !2 = m2.Conluding Remark. A new method for obtaining solutions of the Dira equationand of the Shr�odinger equation is proposed. The method permits to onstrut exatsolutions for any potential whih depends on a ombination � of the variables x1; x2; x3from a quite ample lass whih we alled �-lass. At least, we obtain solutions for any
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